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Abstract
Studies of evidence-based policy have found that research often fails to influence policy-making and identify a number of barriers to research utilization. Less is known about what public administrations do to overcome such barriers. The article draws on a content analysis of 1,159 documents and 13 qualitative interviews to compare how and why evidence standards affect research utilization in two Danish ministries with available evidence, policy analytical capacity, and broad political agreement on key policy goals. The article finds support for the proposition that more exclusive evidence standards in ministries will lead to higher levels of research utilization by showing that average levels of research utilization are higher in the Ministry of Employment than in the Ministry of Children and Education in the period 2016–2021. In active employment policy the adoption an evidence hierarchy and the accumulating evidence in a knowledge bank has interacted with stakeholder support and a continued coordination with the Ministry of Finance to provide economic incentives for policy-makers to adopt evidence-based policies thus stimulating research utilization. Evidence for public education policy, by contrast, has been more contested and the Ministry of Children of Education retains inclusive evidence standards in an attempt to integrate evidence-based and practical knowledge from stakeholders, which has led to lower average levels of utilization in the period.

Keywords Evidence-based policy · Government ministries · Policy analytical capacity · Research utilization
Introduction

The idea of basing policies on the best available evidence has spread from medicine to several policy fields in the twentieth century (Baron, 2018; Head, 2015). Today, evidence is an important resource for governments in most modern democracies to identify effective solutions to policy problems (Adam et al., 2018, 2019; Davies et al., 1999; Parkhurst, 2017; Parsons, 2004; Sanderson, 2002). Policy scholars have examined the mobilization of evidence by research agencies (Powell et al., 2018), the capacities of governments to deliver policy analysis and advice (Howlett, 2009; Migone & Howlett, 2022), and the use of evidence in various decision-making bodies, including government agencies (Landry et al., 2003), state agencies (Jennings & Hall, 2012), and legislatures (Geddes, 2021). Yet, many studies find that research often fails to influence policy decisions and that research utilization varies across policy areas and contexts (Boswell, 2009; Landry et al., 2003; Lester, 1993; Lindblom & Cohen, 1979; Oliver et al., 2014; Weiss et al., 2008). Low levels of research utilization have been attributed to the shifting preferences of policy-makers (Majone, 1989), value conflicts over policy aims (Boswell, 2009), and technical barriers to the use of evidence, including poor timing between research and policy, lack of robust impact evaluations, and a poor fit between evidence-based findings and policy priorities (Cairney, 2016; Capano & Malandrino, 2022; Nutley et al., 2007; Weiss, 1995). The continuous importance of political and practical concerns has led some scholars to abandon the notion of “evidence-based policy” in favor of the more modest phrase “evidence-informed policy” (Bundi & Pattyn, 2022; Head, 2015; Nutley et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the extent to which evidence is used in public administrations remains an empirical question that is affected both by the level of policy analytical capacity and conflict in different policy subsystems (Howlett, 2009; Jennings & Hall, 2012).

The article adds to theory and research by comparing how and why evidence standards affect research utilization in two ministries with available evidence, similar policy analytical capacities and broad political agreement on key policy aims. The article relies on a most-similar case study design and a combination of content analysis of documents (N=1,159) and interviews with civil servants and relevant external stakeholders (N=13) to compare and explain research utilization in the Ministry of Employment and the Ministry of Children and Education from 2016 to 2021. By addressing the effect of evidence standards on research utilization in policy decisions, the article advances the study of research utilization and evidence-based policy as a limited number of contributions have measured levels of research utilization over time or across different public administrations (cf. however, Jennings & Hall, 2012; Landry et al., 2003; Newman et al., 2016).

The analyses capture both smaller and larger policy decisions, such as the 2014 Public School Reform, which has had a significant impact on the Danish education system, and a series of labor market reforms adopted in the period under investigation. While both ministries have invested in building policy analytical capacity to accumulate and consider evidence in the policy process, the content analysis finds higher average levels of research utilization and higher utilization of studies from the top of the evidence hierarchy in the Ministry of Employment than in the Ministry of Children and Education. Interview respondents attribute this variation in research utilization to internal efforts in the Ministry of Employment to adopt specific evidence standards and its investment in creating a knowledge bank for rating policy effects based on evidence. In addition, the Ministry of Employ-
ment has had a continuous dialogue and coordination with the Ministry of Finance to agree on principles for utilizing evidence in budget forecasting to estimate future economic gains with general support from stakeholders in the policy subsystem. By contrast, the Ministry of Children and Education has had a more conflicting relationship with stakeholders about letting evidence shape policy reforms. Even though the central ministry department has recently invested resources in a knowledge bank, there is not yet sufficient evidentiary basis to persuade the Ministry of Finance to include derived economic effects of public school policies in economic modeling, thus contributing to lower utilization levels.

Evidence-based policy and the politicization of evidence

The so-called “evidence movement” and its emphasis on rational decision-making has been an important driver of evidence-based policy, promoting that research is used to find policy solutions that have been documented to “work” across policy domains (Baron, 2018; Bundi & Pattyn, 2022; Head, 2015; Howlett, 2009; Parsons, 2004; Sanderson, 2002). Such “what works” evidence is typically produced following an evidence hierarchy, which values knowledge based on the ability of research designs to systematically eliminate bias when determining the causal effects of policies (Evans, 2003; Nutley et al., 2013; Petticrew & Roberts, 2003). The idea of using evidence to foster utilization based on policy effects as well as costs is also central to the rational model of decision-making because it can underpin policy goals of enhancing the cost-effectiveness of policies (Davies et al., 1999; Greany & Brown, 2017; Oliver, 2022). An additional appeal of evidence-based policy decisions taken at central levels of government, is that even small policy changes can have substantial aggregate effects if applied at scale, e.g., to whole populations (Baron, 2018). Evidence can therefore help identify effects that are not immediately visible to policy-makers but have effects on desired policy aims. On this basis, evidence-based policy has moved beyond the idea that politics and science are separate communities with different knowledge ideals and incentives and has spread to more policy domains over time including employment and education (Baron, 2018; Caplan et al., 1975; Caplan, 1979; Head, 2015).

Existing evidence-based policy studies, however, have identified barriers to research utilization and voiced criticisms of using a rational model of decision-making in public policy (Capano & Malandrino, 2022; Fischer, 2021; Lester, 1993; Newman et al., 2017). The politicization of evidence and the challenge that policymakers may cherry-pick evidence to suit their preferences have been emphasized as adverse uses of evidence (Weiss, 1979; Oliver, 2022; Parkhurst, 2016, 2017). In this view, evidence works as a reservoir that can be drawn upon for symbolic or strategic reasons when politicians desire to justify decisions (Daviter, 2015; Majone, 1989; Mosley & Gibson, 2017) or to pre-empt public criticism of government policies (Boswell, 2009). Several studies have thus found that research production and utilization are shaped by actor preferences, especially those of political decision-makers (Boswell, 2009; Fobé & Brans, 2013; Sanderson, 2002). “Policy-based evidence” has been suggested as a more appropriate term for evidence that political actors use to underpin predetermined policy positions (Sanderson, 2011). If policy aims are changing or are disputed, the evidence might become a “moving target”, as previously collected evidence can become irrelevant, e.g. with a change of government. Moreover, continued external politicization of evidence can interact with policy contestation and become a barrier to research utilization, as ministries may refrain from focusing their capacity on evidence collection and utilization.
in light of policy conflict (Jennings & Hall, 2012). Even in cases where there are low levels of conflict, there is a gap in understanding mechanisms that link capacity to research utilization. This article focuses on the effect of policy analytical capacity and evidence standards on research utilization to address this gap.

Explaining the effect of evidence standards on research utilization

Notwithstanding politicization and policy conflict as barriers to evidence-based policy, there are drivers, pressures, and opportunities for public administrations to increase their policy analytical capacity and utilize evidence systematically and over time (Carpenter & Krause, 2015; Christensen, 2022; Howlett, 2009). Building capacity for evidence acquisition and utilization is not necessarily motivated by political ambitions to influence policy decisions directly (Blom-Hansen et al., 2021; Head, 2015; Parsons, 2004; Simon, 1955); it might also reflect a broad and continuous political agreement on policy objectives and political demand for effective policy solutions to reach such goals. Public administrations might therefore enhance their capacity to base policy decisions on evidence despite perceived barriers to research utilization (Kroll & Moynihan, 2018; Parsons, 2004). Inspired by the promises of using evidence, ministries may invest in their policy analytical capacity, understood as their capacity for: “…knowledge acquisition and utilization in policy processes” (Howlett, 2009, p. 162–63). Policy analytical capacity captures the capacity of public administrations to acquire, manage, communicate, and integrate knowledge into the decision-making stage of the policy process – something that has been emphasized as a key factor for research utilization, while lacking capacity has been associated with failure to design effective long-term policy measures (Howlett, 2009; Jennings & Hall, 2012).

In studying ministries’ policy analytical capacity, we specifically focus on evidence standards, defined as the criteria used to guide decisions for accepting or rejecting available evidence as a basis for making policy decisions (Parkhurst, 2017, 161). We argue that ministries rely on evidence hierarchies to set evidence standards. We propose that ministries set evidence standards based on a consideration of the trade-off between the legitimacy derived from inclusive standards and the expected efficiency gains associated with setting exclusive evidence standards (Adam et al., 2018; Petticrew & Roberts, 2003). Ministries may set inclusive standards to gain legitimacy by signaling a willingness to include many types of knowledge in decision-making processes. Under inclusive evidence standards, many types of knowledge and organizations are likely to be included for consultation (e.g. in commissions, councils, or other types of meetings) in a broad search for the best available knowledge. As methods at the top of the evidence hierarchy, notably randomized controlled trials (RCTs), can identify average effects of policies with higher levels of certainty than studies without rigorous causal controls, ministries adhering to a rational ideal might choose to adopt exclusive evidence standards to increase research utilization and make policies more efficient, even if this excludes some types of evidence and actors not possessing such evidence from the policy process. By explicitly setting exclusive evidence standards a ministry can signal to stakeholders that it is interested in causal evidence from the top of the evidence hierarchy. In addition, exclusive evidence standards and the accumulation of causal knowledge may signal that the ministry is systematically accumulating causal evidence on policy aims that are prioritized by political decision-makers and that the ministry can credibly underpin decisions with evidence. Thus, ministries can adopt exclusive evi-
idence standards to strengthen a bridging function between evidence supply by stakeholders, in some cases by commissioning research directly, and the demand for evidence by political decision-makers and thus enhance research utilization (Howlett, 2015). We do not suggest, however, that exclusive evidence standards will always increase research utilization. Under conditions of scarce evidence and disagreement on key policy aims, the effect of exclusive evidence standards is unlikely to affect research utilization positively or at all. This is in line with other studies that emphasize conflict and a lack of evidence as barriers to research utilization (cf. Jennings & Hall, 2012). We therefore make the following proposition:

Under conditions of available evidence and agreement on key policy aims, more exclusive evidence standards in ministries will lead to higher levels of research utilization, as they link more studies from the top of the evidence hierarchy to policy decisions.

As elaborated below, we address the proposition by studying how and why evidence standards affect research utilization in the two ministries with available evidence, policy analytical capacity, and broad political agreement on key policy aims. To address the proposition analytically, evidence standards are operationalized by studying whether ministries formally set more exclusive or inclusive criteria for using evidence in organizational documents as well as informally as captured by interviews with civil servants. As ministry practices might vary internally (different ministry divisions may have different practices and ideals for evidence use), we distinguish evidence standards set by central ministerial departments and ministerial agencies to consider organizational variation in evidence standards (Hammond, 1986). We do not consider changes in portfolio design as ministerial portfolios have been constant in the period under study for both policy domains (Sieberer et al., 2021; Fleischer et al., 2023).

In the following, the focus is specifically on evidence standards as reflected in systematic, organization-level procedures undertaken by the ministries to facilitate research utilization rather than other aspects of policy analytical capacity, such as professional analytical employment or the individual-level analytical skills of policy workers (Howlett, 2015; Migone & Howlett, 2022). Furthermore, research utilization is defined and examined as the process whereby knowledge influences political decision-making and focuses mainly on the reception and influence stages of this process, as elaborated below (Landry et al., 2003). We study differences in research utilization in the “reception stage” of research utilization (Landry et al., 2003, p. 194) both in terms of the research that ministries order and commission and the research that ministries disseminate to the public and political decision-makers. Even if crude, this distinction is important, as government ministries may apply evidence standards differently in terms of their demand and supply of evidence. Our study further aims to capture the “influence stage” of research utilization (Landry et al., 2003, p. 194) both in absolute terms by comparing the extent to which particular sources of evidence are reflected in subsequent policy decisions and in relative terms by addressing the utilization of evidence at different levels of the evidence hierarchy. Our document analysis does not capture informal discussions or uses of evidence in other phases of decision-making even if they may be relevant factors for research utilization (Knott & Wildavsky, 1980). Below, the article advances the study of evidence-based policy in two main ways. First, it develops and applies a matching method to compare levels of research utilization in policy decisions.
addresses an analytical challenge in the evidence-based policy literature, which has focused on individual events of research utilization, often discovering barriers rather than patterns of utilization over time. Moreover, as utilization is challenging to observe directly, empirical studies have predominantly been based on perceptual data in the form of interviews or surveys with policy-makers (Boaz et al., 2009; Christensen, 2023; Head et al., 2014; Jennings & Hall, 2012; Landry et al., 2003; Newman et al., 2016; Newson et al., 2018; Toner et al., 2014). Second, the combination of content analysis and interviews with civil servants and stakeholders allows the article to examine how ministries use their policy analytical capacity and thus capture mechanisms that link evidence standards and research utilization.

**Case selection**

In line with international trends, the evidence movement has gained ground in Denmark, and evidence-based policy has become an ambition in many policy subsystems, including health, employment, education, and social policy (Andersen, 2020; Hansen & Rieper, 2009, 2010). Today, most Danish ministries have relatively strong capacities for knowledge acquisition and utilization, and reports have documented increasing tendencies in the ministries to consider research when preparing, enacting, and implementing policies (Arnold et al., 2015; Rambøll, 2015). Another important factor in the Danish case is that public spending levels are comparatively high. Denmark had the highest expenditure on active labor market policies as a percent of GDP among all OECD countries in 2020 (OECD Employment Database, 2023), while public expenditure on public school policy as a percentage of GDP was substantially above average in the EU27 in 2019 (Eurostat, 2023). The combination of a high capacity and high public spending levels, which incentivizes cost reduction, makes Denmark a likely context for evidence-based policy, as ministries have cost-reduction incentives and capacities to utilize evidence.

We compare evidence standards and research utilization in the Ministry of Children and Education and the Ministry of Employment from 2016 to 2021 focusing on public school policies and active labor market policies (ALMPs). The two policy areas share several background conditions for research utilization: The employment and education sectors have both been subjected to effects evaluations (Coryn et al., 2011), and evidence accumulation through systematic literature reviews have been undertaken in both sectors (e.g., through the Campbell Cooperation). Echoing the recommendation that each Danish ministry develops a knowledge strategy (DFiR, 2016), both government ministries have capacities for knowledge acquisition and utilization, affiliated research organizations, and internal agencies that work with gathering, interpreting, and applying research and data (the Danish Agency for Labour Market and Recruitment and the National Agency for Education and Quality). Furthermore, there has been a broad agreement on key policy aims in both sectors in recent decades: Due to the spread of international test regimes, student learning and well-being have been consolidated as main goals in public school policy across different governments. Concerning active labor market policy, the same goes for increasing employment through increased labor supply (Andersen, 2020, 2021; Hansen & Rieper, 2010; Ministry of Employment, 2021; STAR, 2017, 2023). On this basis, and with reference to Jennings and Hall’s typology of the expected use of evidence (2012, p. 261), we regard the ministries as most-similar cases, which are expected to function as “evidence-based agencies” with...
comparable and high levels of research utilization, but possible variation in outcomes due to the evidence standards adopted.

**Methods**

We study policy analytical capacity, evidence standards, and research utilization based on a sequential mixed methods design in which a quantitative content analysis of documents is first used to measure average levels of research utilization. The findings of the quantitative analysis are subsequently explained by drawing on interviews with ministry officials and central employment and education stakeholders (Hendren et al., 2018). Building on the definition of policy analytical capacity as knowledge acquisition and utilization in policy processes (Howlett, 2009, p. 162–63), including the extent to which public agencies have access to available, relevant, and credible evidence (cf. Jennings & Hall, 2012; Newman et al., 2016), we initially study the ministries’ evidence standards including their positions toward the evidence hierarchy. Research utilization is measured both at the reception and influence stages of the policy process (Landry et al., 2003). In the reception stage, “commissioned research” captures instances where research has been ordered and funded by the ministries (LSE GV314 Group, 2014), whereas “disseminated research” captures when research has been issued on the ministries’ websites. As commissioned research might also be disseminated, the two categories are not mutually exclusive. The content analysis allows us to examine research utilization as representing the “influence stage” (Landry et al., 2003), where policy-relevant information has been incorporated into policy decisions. Thereby, a “decisionistic” perspective on research utilization is applied (Christensen, 2023). In this stage, research utilization is measured as the degree to which conclusions from research publications are reflected in subsequent policy decisions. The terms “research”, “evidence”, and “knowledge” are used synonymously to describe written research generated systematically using both quantitative and qualitative methods (Cairney, 2016). In the following, the applied content analysis is presented, and we describe how qualitative interviews with civil servants and stakeholders were conducted and analyzed.

**Content analysis and data collection**

To study variation in research acquisition and utilization, a quantitative content analysis of policy decisions and research publications related to public school policies and active labor market policies in Denmark from 2016 to 2021 was conducted. The content analysis was used to assess the documents in a systematic and replicable manner based on predetermined categories and scores (Bryman, 2012; Krippendorff, 2013). The approach was designed to identify connections between research publications and policy decisions to analyze the extent and character of research utilization in the two ministries.

An important step in this process was retrieving relevant documents for the analysis, including documents that reflect policy decisions (laws, amending acts, political agreements, orders, funds, and campaigns) and published research in the two policy areas. The latter included journal articles, research reports, evaluations, and research notes from 2015 to 2021\(^1\), produced by Danish government agencies, consultancy firms, research organizations, think tanks, and university research units. The document retrieval exclusively focused
on documents published by actors mentioned on the ministry websites or public hearing lists from central education and employment reforms to ensure that the research publications were directly relevant to the ministries. The document retrieval, which was carried out by searching for keywords in the Retsinformation law database, the websites of the ministries, and the websites of relevant knowledge-producing organizations, resulted in an initial sample of 911 potentially relevant policy documents and 615 potentially relevant research publications. After screening their content, 477 documents were excluded due to irrelevancy or duplicates, while extensive policy documents, such as large policy reforms, were separated into unique policy decisions (unitized, cf. Campbell et al., 2013). This resulted in 571 policy decisions and 588 research publications retained for analysis. Table 1 displays the distribution of the documents.

**Document matching analysis**

The first step in the analysis was to code the policy topics, publication dates, research methods and their position in the evidence hierarchy, research providers, and whether the research publications were commissioned and disseminated by the ministries (see Appendix A for the complete list of categories). The latter two codes were used to examine differences in research utilization between the two ministries at the reception stage (cf. Landry et al., 2003). The publication dates were coded as studies have shown that timeliness is an important factor for research utilization (Nutley et al., 2007; Oliver et al., 2014), while providers were coded because policymakers’ use of research from different sources tends to vary (Head et al., 2014; Jennings & Hall, 2012). Evidence standards were studied both based on strategic documents in the ministries and based on research publications’ position in the evidence hierarchy, which were coded using five categories: Systematic reviews, RCTs/quasi-experimental studies, observational-analytic studies, observational-descriptive studies, and qualitative studies. The categories were inspired by the evidence hierarchy presented in Petticrew and Roberts (2003, p. 527) but were slightly modified to reflect the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Data overview</th>
<th>Active labour market policy</th>
<th>Public school policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy decisions</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research publications</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research types</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic reviews</td>
<td>41 (16.7%)</td>
<td>25 (7.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCTs/Quasi-experimental studies</td>
<td>43 (17.5%)</td>
<td>63 (18.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observational-analytic studies</td>
<td>29 (11.8%)</td>
<td>53 (15.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observational-descriptive studies</td>
<td>89 (36.2%)</td>
<td>123 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative studies</td>
<td>44 (17.9%)</td>
<td>78 (22.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>246 (100%)</td>
<td>342 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider types</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government agency</td>
<td>80 (32.5%)</td>
<td>20 (5.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private consultancy firm</td>
<td>104 (42.3%)</td>
<td>39 (11.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public research organization</td>
<td>37 (15%)</td>
<td>189 (55.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think tank</td>
<td>20 (8.1%)</td>
<td>20 (5.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University unit</td>
<td>5 (2%)</td>
<td>74 (21.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>246 (100%)</td>
<td>342 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The conclusions from research publications were qualitatively matched with specific decisions from the policy documents. The matches were then quantified and averaged to measure the degree to which the research publications were reflected in subsequent decisions on the same topic. Inspired by previous research (cf. Knudsen, 2018; Jørgensen, 2023), the matching of research publications and policy decisions was based on three dimensions:

- Whether the research publication provides conclusions, which are subsequently addressed in a policy decision on the same topic (values 0 for “no” and 1 for “yes”).
- Whether the subsequent policy decision follows or contradicts the content of the research publication (0 for contradiction, 1 for agreement).
- In case of agreement: How strong the agreement between the research publication and the decision is (1 for “moderate agreement”, 2 for “strong agreement”).
After coding the documents, research utilization levels were examined using two measures: “matches” and “average match values”. A match was coded in cases where a policy decision addresses the same topic as a knowledge source and refers to similar target groups or contains a direct reference to a knowledge source. In terms of match value, a score of 1 indicates that the policy decision follows or contradicts the knowledge source’s conclusions at a general level, that is, the direction of action recommended by the knowledge source for a similar but not necessarily identical target group. A strong agreement or contradiction is coded with the value 2 and signals that the policy decision closely follows (contradicts) the conclusions from the knowledge source by addressing the same target group and policy measure.

Knowledge sources were coded based on ten inductively identified themes for each policy domain (cf. appendix A). Match values were calculated for each theme in a knowledge source. Matches reflect the share of research publications matching one or more policy decisions (i.e., the second dimension), while average match values were calculated by dividing match values (i.e., the third dimension) by the number of observations. The measures allowed an examination of whether relevant research publications were reflected in policy decisions in the aggregate. In the process of coding, we considered introducing more matching levels, but this idea was abandoned due to challenges in coding reliability. The systematic sampling of relevant documents, the strict application of the coding scheme, and the in-depth examination of the documents, enhanced the reliability of these measures as indicators of research utilization. A team of three researchers coded the documents (see acknowledgments). To ensure the codes were applied consistently, the practices undertaken by individual coders were discussed thoroughly, and intercoder reliability scores were measured using Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 2013). The data was analyzed using statistical software (R version 4.3.1) to cross-tabulate variables of interest and perform multiple linear regression analysis on the matches, match values, and background variables.

**Interview data**

The article relies on semi-structured interviews conducted in 2022 with 13 ministry officials and stakeholders related to education and employment policy to examine internal and external uses of policy analytical capacity in the ministries (cf. Appendix B). The interview respondents were purposefully selected to cover different perspectives on evidence standards and research utilization from inside and outside the ministries and to represent different organizations involved in policy processes and the production of evidence. The interviews, 45–60 minutes in length were conducted in Danish using semi-structured guides. During the interviews, key themes related to the production and utilization of evidence and recent political reforms and initiatives in the policy subsystems were addressed. The interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and analyzed thematically using NVivo 12 with a discussion of key themes emerging from the data (Campbell et al., 2013). Quotes from the interviews were presented to and reviewed by the interview persons for accuracy and reasonableness of interpretations. The interviews aimed to identify mechanisms and practices of research utilization in the ministries to provide explanations of the quantitative results presented below.
Comparing evidence standards and research utilization

To compare research acquisition and utilization in the Ministry of Children and Education and the Ministry of Employment, the number of research publications disseminated and commissioned by the ministries and their position in the evidence hierarchy were analyzed.

Table 2 indicates that the distribution of commissioned research publications is not significantly different between the two ministries. This is an indication that both ministries focus broadly on evaluating policies using a broad range of methods and that evidence priorities are inclusive in both ministries in terms of commissioning a broad variety of evidence. In terms of dissemination, however, there is a considerably larger share of research publications disseminated by the Ministry of Employment that apply systematic reviews compared to the Ministry of Children and Education. 19.5% of the research publications disseminated by the Ministry of Employment were systematic reviews, while the share for the Ministry of Children and Education was 3.6%. We take this as an indication that the Ministry of Employment is strategically interested in identifying systematic reviews of effect studies to facilitate evidence-based decision-making.

To examine research utilization in the ministries, we analyzed whether research publications matched specific policy decisions following the guidelines described above. Table 3 shows the resulting distribution of matches and match values across evidence hierarchy levels for the two ministries as well as general statistics about the matches.

Table 3 shows that 25% of the research publications in the dataset matched with a subsequent policy decision. The share of matched research publications is higher for the Ministry of Employment (29.3%) than for the Ministry of Children and Education (21.9%). The average match value is equally higher for the Ministry of Employment (0.63) than for the Ministry of Children and Education (0.45), indicating a higher average level of research utilization in the period. The difference in average match values is primarily characterized by a high proportion of research publications related to active labor market policy, which are in moderate agreement with subsequent decisions made by the Ministry of Employment compared to the Ministry of Children and Education.

Differences in research utilization between the two ministries were analyzed based on a linear probability model using “matches” as the dependent variable and a linear regression model using “match values” as the dependent variable. Both models focus on “policy area” as the main parameter of interest. Descriptive statistics for the variables included in the analysis are provided in Table 4. Note that the total number of observations (N=865) is higher than the number of documents with and without a match (as displayed in Table 3) because the regression analysis includes the total number of matches and non-matches. Research publications matching more than one decision thus appear as multiple observations.

Interactions between policy area and evidence hierarchy positions were added to the regression models to examine differences between the ministries regarding the research methods they use. Both models control for potential confounders (i.e. the number of applied methods per research publication, the knowledge provider, the publication year, and whether the research publication has been disseminated and commissioned by the ministry in question). The full regression table, and corresponding logistic and ordinal logistic regressions, are shown in Appendix C–D.

Table 5 shows that average matches and match values are significantly higher (p>0.05) in the Ministry of Employment than in the Ministry of Children and Education in the studied
period. We take this as an indication that evidence standards may influence research utilization in absolute terms. To address whether research publications with a higher position in the evidence hierarchy display higher levels of research utilization, estimated marginal means were calculated for each evidence hierarchy level across the two policy areas (based on the “matches” regression model in Table 5). Figure 1 shows the marginal probabilities of a research–policy match for the five levels in the evidence hierarchy for the two ministries (exact marginal probability values are provided in Appendix E).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research–policy match</th>
<th>Ministry of Employment</th>
<th>Ministry of Children and Education</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>174 (70.7%)</td>
<td>267 (78.1%)</td>
<td>441 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>72 (29.3%)</td>
<td>75 (21.9%)</td>
<td>147 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>246 (100%)</td>
<td>342 (100%)</td>
<td>588 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \chi^2 = 3.727 \cdot \text{df}=1 \cdot p=0.054 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match value</th>
<th>Ministry of Employment</th>
<th>Ministry of Children and Education</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0: No accordance</td>
<td>208 (50.1%)</td>
<td>302 (67.1%)</td>
<td>510 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Moderate accordance</td>
<td>153 (36.9%)</td>
<td>92 (20.4%)</td>
<td>245 (28.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Strong accordance</td>
<td>54 (13%)</td>
<td>56 (12.4%)</td>
<td>110 (12.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>415 (100%)</td>
<td>450 (100%)</td>
<td>865 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \chi^2 = 31.184 \cdot \text{df}=2 \cdot p=0.000 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research types used by the ministry</th>
<th>Ministry of Employment</th>
<th>Ministry of Children and Education</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Systematic reviews</td>
<td>19 (26.4%)</td>
<td>7 (9.3%)</td>
<td>26 (17.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: RCTs/Quasi-experimental studies</td>
<td>16 (22.2%)</td>
<td>8 (10.7%)</td>
<td>24 (16.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Observational-analytic studies</td>
<td>10 (13.9%)</td>
<td>16 (21.3%)</td>
<td>26 (17.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Observational-descriptive studies</td>
<td>16 (22.2%)</td>
<td>32 (42.7%)</td>
<td>48 (32.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Qualitative studies</td>
<td>11 (15.3%)</td>
<td>12 (16%)</td>
<td>23 (15.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72 (100%)</td>
<td>75 (100%)</td>
<td>147 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \chi^2 = 14.912 \cdot \text{df}=4 \cdot p=0.005 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General statistics</th>
<th>Ministry of Employment</th>
<th>Ministry of Children and Education</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of matches</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average match probability</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average match value</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 indicates that research publications in the Ministry of Employment that apply methods from the top of the evidence hierarchy have comparatively high probabilities of being used in a subsequent policy decision. The match probability for systematic reviews and “RCTs/Quasi-experimental studies” is 0.64 and 0.51, respectively. This echoes the results from Table 3, showing that 48.6% of the research publications used in policy decisions by the Ministry of Employment employ either systematic reviews or RCTs/Quasi-experimental studies as their highest-ranking method. In the Ministry of Children and Education, a clear relationship is not observed between higher evidence hierarchy levels and a higher probability of research utilization in the studied period. The highest match probabilities are observed in studies employing observational-analytic methods (0.42), representing 21.3% of the research publications used by the ministry.

Despite a similar policy capacity and low levels of conflict over key policy aims in both cases, the analysis shows that the Ministry of Employment exhibits higher dissemination and utilization of systematic reviews, while RCTs and quasi-experimental studies also display high utilization levels. By contrast, the Ministry of Children and Education collects and utilizes less evidence from the top of the evidence hierarchy; rather, the ministry displays a more inclusive approach to evidence.
### Table 5  Regression results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Matches Estimates</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Match values Estimates</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Area: ALMP</td>
<td>0.176 *</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.270 *</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Systematic reviews</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: RCTs/Quasi-experimental studies</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>-0.124</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Observational-analytic studies</td>
<td>0.212 **</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.223 *</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Observational-descriptive studies</td>
<td>0.129 *</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioned by the ministry: Yes</td>
<td>0.097 *</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disseminated by the ministry: Yes</td>
<td>0.101 *</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.174 *</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: ALMP and EH1</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: ALMP and EH2</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: ALMP and EH3</td>
<td>-0.146</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: ALMP and EH4</td>
<td>-0.282 **</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>-0.425 **</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>865</td>
<td></td>
<td>865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²/R² adjusted</td>
<td>0.173 / 0.152</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.128 / 0.105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**  Linear probability model (matches) and linear regression model (match values). Both models control for publication year, the number of applied methods, provider types, and whether the ministry has commissioned and disseminated the research publication. Reference levels: Evidence hierarchy 5: Qualitative studies; Commissioned by the ministry: No; Disseminated by the ministry: No; Interaction: ALMP and Evidence hierarchy 5. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
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**Fig. 1** Marginal match probabilities across evidence hierarchy levels
Explaining variation in research utilization

The quantitative analysis showed that the commissioning of research in the ministries is similar, but that dissemination and research utilization varies in the period with more studies from the top of the evidence hierarchy and higher levels of utilization in the Ministry of Employment compared to the Ministry of Children and Education. In this section, the analysis draws on interviews with ministry officials and stakeholders in the two policy areas to address the proposition by identifying mechanisms that link evidence standards to research utilization in the two ministries.

Policy analytical capacity and evidence standards

Interview responses from officials in the Ministry of Employment and the Ministry of Children and Education indicate that both ministries have invested in their policy analytical capacity over recent decades with a focus on collecting and interpreting evidence (Interviews 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 13). However, there are noticeable differences in how evidence standards have been developed and applied and in how systematically evidence-based practices have developed, which can contribute to explaining the variation in research utilization in the two cases.

Historically, there have been initiatives in the Danish education sector to develop systematic evidence overviews by the Nordic Campbell Center and a What Works Clearinghouse at the Danish School of Education. However, the latter was closed in 2019, and few reviews were issued in the studied period (DPU, 2023). Instead, the Ministry of Children and Education has mainly focused on descriptive and analytic examinations of school performance data and standardized student skills testing, such as the PISA, PIRLS and National Tests (Interviews 1, 6). In the education area, interview respondents explain how the Ministry of Children and Education has been relying on inclusive evidence standards by following a broad principle of using “the best available knowledge” (Interviews 1, 2, 7). Thus, evidence is used “when relevant” rather than as a formal step in ministerial practices. A civil servant from the National Agency for Education and Quality explains that the Ministry of Children and Education continues to focus on disseminating knowledge to public schools for use in combination with local experience. Evidence in the sense of causal studies is part of the agency’s daily work, but a broader palette of evidence and data is utilized, as many types of knowledge are perceived as relevant (Interview 1).

By contrast, the Ministry of Employment has pursued evidence-based policy explicitly by adopting a formal evidence strategy in 2012 – focusing on the acquisition and utilization of effect studies. The Danish Agency for Labour Market and Recruitment (STAR) has expanded its strategy to focus on investing resources in creating a knowledge bank of RCTs and quasi-experimental studies named “Jobeffekter.dk” (Andersen, 2020, 2021; STAR, 2023). Civil servants from the Ministry of Employment find that having an evidence strategy in the agency with formal evidence standards and a procedure for collecting and rating policies encourages searching for effects, closing knowledge gaps, and basing employment policies and practices on evidence at the central and local levels (Interviews 2, 8, 12). The knowledge bank reflects many aspects of the rational model of evidence-based policy by accumulating, reviewing, and rating studies to establish the impact of employment interventions on different target groups based on a hierarchy of evidence (Oliver, 2022). It includes
assessments of the quality of studies, the aggregate stock of knowledge, the dominant effect direction, and the overall level of evidence (STAR, 2023; Interview 8). The knowledge bank thus provides systematic overviews of employment effects and works as a reservoir for knowing “what works”, which can underpin research utilization when civil servants advise the minister in the process preceding policy decisions. An official from the Ministry of Employment explains that the creation of the knowledge bank was motivated by a need for a stronger standing evidence-wise in political negotiations and towards the citizens. Instead of picking out random reports in political situations or when having meetings with job centers, the aim of collecting evidence systematically became a priority in the 2010s (Interview 8). The knowledge bank, which currently comprises 607 studies, can add precision to policy discussions about how interventions affect different target groups (Interviews 8, 13). Civil servants and stakeholders in the employment area explain that quantitative research with a focus on effectiveness and efficiency has had precedence over other kinds of studies – although qualitative studies also inform policy practice (Interviews 5, 10). This means that current policies generally target what the Ministry of Employment believes has the most significant effects on the labor supply for different groups of unemployed persons, based on the available evidence (Interview 8). A key aspect of the ministry’s knowledge bank is that it is applied to estimate aggregate evidence levels underpinning different policy interventions, which can inform measurements of the economic costs and savings of policies (Jobeffekter, 2023). The knowledge bank thus helps filter information toward policies showing positive average effects on desired policy outcomes (Chun & Larrick, 2022; Hoefer, 2012). Particularly, evidence on the effects of business-oriented programs and caseworker interviews have influenced successive policy reforms in the 2010s, promoting a strong narrative that these interventions are effective and cost-efficient policy tools (Amilon et al., 2022; Interview 12).

According to an official from the Ministry of Employment, the strong focus on quantitative studies has been driven by a desire to compare municipalities and job centers on uniform terms rather than allowing actors to base employment efforts on (random) local experiences (Interview 8).

The formal evidence strategy of the Danish Agency for Labour Market and Recruitment explicitly refers to a predetermined hierarchy of knowledge to ensure systematic and uniform conclusions in its policy recommendations (STAR 2021; 2023). In addition, efforts invested in accumulated evidence in the knowledge bank helps explain the higher share of systematic reviews disseminated and utilized by the Ministry of Employment. In addition, the institutionalization of policy analytical capacity within the Ministry of Employment to collect, interpret, and synthesize effect studies might explain the finding that the ministry does not commission many systematic reviews externally as a strong internal policy capacity makes it less relevant to order studies from external providers (cf. Table 2; Interviews 11, 13).

**External aspects of policy analytical capacity**

In addition to ministerial internal efforts in developing an evidence strategy with standards for research utilization and a knowledge bank, interview respondents explain that the Ministry of Employment has an ongoing external dialogue and coordination with the Ministry of Finance concerning the estimation and inclusion of derived economic effects of employment policies when estimating their costs. This economic aspect of evidence use is impor-
tant, as it produces economic incentives for evidence-based policy decisions. A ministry official emphasizes economic budgeting incentives as a driver of research utilization:

Compared to education, we have worked so much with evidence for employment policies with the Ministry of Finance that we have co-developed cost estimation principles, which imply that if politicians make certain decisions, then sometimes they will be rewarded for following the evidence and sometimes they will experience a higher price of policy reform for not doing so. (Interview 12)

A key point here is that evidence, which indicates robust average direct or indirect effects on labor supply, is included when estimating policy costs, thus incentivizing politicians economically to utilize research and make evidence-based decisions. Because the economic effects of evidence-based policies are included in the cost estimates underpinning policy decisions, policy-makers can harvest efficiency gains from such policies regardless of whether desired policy effects are implemented and achieved in practice. While policy-makers do not always “follow the evidence”, integrating policies with effects on labor supply into public budgeting provides economic incentives for doing so. As the evidence for these evidence-based policies is incorporated into budget estimates, they are moved beyond politicization in the sense that the evidence base is not normally a subject of discussion during political negotiations or contested by external stakeholders (Interview 12).

By contrast, the external aspects of research utilization in public school policy are shaped by opposing concerns. On the one hand, the Ministry of Children and Education has maintained an inclusive approach to evidence-based policy because strong professional actors and practitioners are eager to leave their mark on public school policies regardless of the evidence base, while agreement on solutions between central policy actors is regarded as important for delivering enduring policy change (Ministry of Children and Education, 2021; Interview 9). An official from the National Agency for Education and Quality explains the following:

When we involve stakeholders, it is because they represent a teacher’s perspective: What is the teachers’ stance? What does it take to engage the teachers? So, we are not asking them to provide us with research advice – we get that from research institutions, or we collect it ourselves. We need them to provide their stakeholder perspective. We must have the teachers on board and ensure that the teachers see that it makes sense for them. (Interview 1)

In particular, there is a desire from the Ministry of Children and Education to mend conflicts over the 2014 Public School Reform by discussing policy problems and solutions in consultation with local actors and stakeholders in the education sector (Interview 6).

On the other hand, the central department of the Ministry of Children and Education has recently been inspired by other ministries, including the Ministry of Employment, to strengthen its focus on systematically accumulating quantitative studies and calculating the effects of education initiatives (Interviews 2, 3, 4, 5). One initiative is the platform “REFUD” (Calculation Model for Education Investments) from 2022, which enables municipalities and other actors to estimate the economic benefits of decisions in daycare and public schools based on a knowledge bank of effect studies (Jacobsen et al., 2022; REFUD,
This is a step towards more exclusive evidence standards, although the main focus is currently on local government budgeting, as the Ministry of Finance does not find that the current knowledge base shows persuasive evidence that specific education policies have derived socioeconomic effects (Ministry of Finance, 2018).

In summary, the interviews indicate that research utilization is shaped both by variation in internal efforts regarding evidence standards and knowledge accumulation in “knowledge banks” and by external relations with stakeholders and dialogue with the Ministry of Finance concerning the derived economic effects of evidence-based policies. This nuances the proposition that more exclusive evidence standards will lead to higher levels of research utilization, by adding knowledge banks and economic incentives as mechanisms that affect the influence of evidence standards on research utilization in government ministries.

Discussion

The above analyses have shown that average levels of research utilization were higher for active labor market policies than for public school policies in the period 2016–2021 and attributed more exclusive evidence standards for ALMP’s as well as investments in knowledge banks and economic incentives for evidence-based decisions as supplementary explanatory factors. We take this as support of our proposition in the sense that more exclusive evidence standards may increase average levels of research utilization. The influence of evidence standards, however, is contingent on ministerial policy analytical capacities to systematically link evidence to policy decisions. In particular the ability of ministries to accumulate evidence in knowledge banks appears as an important factor for accumulating evidence for the effects of early caseworker interviews with the unemployed and business interventions that have subsequently influenced successive ALMP reforms. Future research should explore whether evidence standards and knowledge banks standardize public administrations from the top-down or whether evidence continues to also flow from the bottom-up as different organizational structures convert the same evidence into different decisions and legislative activities (Hammond, 1986, 400, 403; Klüser, 2023). The qualitative analysis also identified economic incentives created by the possibility of including causal effects of policy decisions at the budgeting stage as a key mechanism in linking evidence standards to research utilization. Importantly, economic incentives attract political and administrative attention in both cases even if the Ministry of Employment has been faster and more successful in convincing the Ministry of Finance to include evidence-based effect estimates in budgeting for employment policies and reforms compared to the Ministry of Children and Education. It is possible, that variation in the importance of economic incentives stem from basic characteristic of the two policy domains. Nevertheless, exploring the dialogue between ministries and external economists further would provide a basis for determining whether particular experts have privileged access and are included more systematically than other experts in giving policy advice (cf. May et al., 2016; Migone et al., 2022). This appears particularly relevant as economic evidence and expertise has been increasingly utilized in public education policy in recent years as part of the effort to develop the REFUD database. It should be noted that the higher levels of research utilization for ALMPs identified in the above do not necessarily lead to better policy outcomes in practice. Overall expenditure has remained relatively constant in Danish job centers in the period where
evidence-based policies have been adopted, thus questioning whether evidence-based policies promote cost-efficiency in the aggregate (Amilon et al., 2022, 76). Other scholars have noted that focusing on “what works” risks coming at the expense of understanding how policies work, for whom, and under what circumstances, thereby ignoring the factors that condition policy effects and the interests of stakeholders on the ground, as well as marginalizing “non-knowledge” in the process of research utilization (Hannah et al., 2023; Head, 2008; Pawson, 2002, 2006; Parkhurst, 2017; Sanderson, 2002). Exploring the implementation and outcomes of evidence-based policies remains highly relevant even if this is beyond this study. We acknowledge that the effect of evidence standards on research utilization may be contingent on other factors than those emphasized in the above. Even if the studied policy areas display similarities in terms of policy analytical capacity, availability of evidence, and agreement on policy aims, we cannot rule out that unobserved differences between the two policy areas influence levels of research utilization. Finally, the observed agreement on broad policy aims in the two cases does not take into account that evidence-based policy in Danish public school policy has been characterized by policy conflict, in particular concerning the significant 2014 Public School Reform, which was met with opposition from many practitioners.

Conclusions

The literature on evidence-based policy contains several studies showing barriers to research utilization. However, building on the pressure for more effective and efficient policy decisions, the article has studied how and why evidence standards affect research utilization in two ministries with available evidence, policy analytical capacity, and broad political agreement on key policy aims. The article relied on existing theory emphasizing the importance of policy analytical capacity and conflict (Howlett, 2009, 2015; Jennings & Hall, 2012) to propose that more exclusive evidence standards in ministries will lead to higher levels of research utilization under conditions of available evidence and agreement on key policy aims, as they link more studies from the top of the evidence hierarchy to policy decisions.

The findings lend support to the proposition by showing that average research utilization levels were higher in active labor market policies than in public school policies in the period from 2016 to 2021 both in absolute and relative terms, and second, that evidence standards and levels of dissemination were also higher for ALMPs. By applying a matching method based on content analysis of 571 policy decisions and 588 research publications in combination with interviews, the article examined policy analytical capacity and research utilization in policy decisions in the two ministries. While 29% of available research publications matched a subsequent policy decision in the Ministry of Employment, this was the case for 22% of the research publications in the Ministry of Children and Education. Average match values, as measured on a scale from 0 to 2, were also significantly higher in employment (0.63) than in education (0.45) (cf. Table 3). Marginal match probabilities for systematic reviews and RCTs/Quasi-experimental studies were similarly higher in the Ministry of Employment than in the Ministry of Children and Education.

The qualitative part of the analysis adds nuance to the effect of evidence standards for research utilization in two respects: First, interview respondents emphasize internal aspects of analytical capacity including the importance of adopting a formal evidence strategy and the creation of knowledge banks for rating policies based on evidence. Adopting a formal evidence strategy
and systematically accumulating effect evidence in knowledge banks appear as distinguishing factors for the observed differences between the two ministries. In the Ministry of Employment, these mechanisms provided a powerful basis for identifying effective policies and utilizing research directly and indirectly to underpin the policy narrative that business programs and caseworker interviews are efficient evidence-based measures.

Second, variation in internal developments in evidence standards and policy analytical capacity interacts with external factors. In addition to policy workers’ ability to acquire, manage, communicate, and integrate available knowledge into decision-making (Howlett, 2009), policy analytical capacity is also a matter of what public administrations do on an organizational level to link research to policy decisions systematically in interaction with other policy actors. The dialogue over whether and how to institutionalize evidence in public budgeting, which is normally beyond politicization in day-to-day policy-making and during policy negotiations, has developed over time and derived effects of some ALMPs are now included in economic assessments of policy costs. The inclusion of derived economic effects of some policies create economic incentives to adopt such policies, while policies for which there is no evidence for direct or derived economic effects risk being overlooked or treated as “non-knowledge” (Hannah et al., 2023). While an economic evidence-based policy agenda has been profound in Danish employment policy, education policy in Denmark is characterized by a more inclusive and politicized debate between stakeholders. Interview respondents emphasize the importance of integrating evidence-based effect measures with practical knowledge to accommodate strong professional interests and opposing ideas about what constitutes “effective” or “good” education even if the central department of the Ministry of Children and Education has recently enhanced its efforts to systematically accumulate quantitative studies. Variation and patterns in the institutionalization of evidence in public administrations, including how it is integrated into decision-making and public budgeting, should be studied in other policy sectors and countries to develop and nuance our understanding of the effect of evidence standards on research utilization in other contexts and across different government ministries.

Notes

1 The timeframe is expanded to include 2015 for research publications to capture research possibly influencing policy decisions and debates from 2016 onwards.
2 According to Krippendorff (2013), there is no set standard for what level of intercoder reliability is acceptable. We accepted $\alpha > 0.800$ for the background variables and $\alpha > 0.667$ for the evaluative match codes for the present study.
3 The total number of disseminated and commissioned research publications in Table 2 is lower than the total number of research publications in the dataset because the table excludes research publications not disseminated or commissioned by the ministries.
4 The regression analysis applies a linear probability model when focusing on the binary match variable and a linear regression model when focusing on the ordinal match value variable. Both models treat the dependent variable as continuous.
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